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Zodiac Award  
Updated Requirements that can be done at home 
 
Zodiac Award Bronze 

 Complete 6 Nights Away under canvas, bivouac or bothy 
 The nights away must cover four different seasons – spring, summer, autumn 

& winter 
 The nights away must feature 6 of the 30 Zodiac Award Challenges 
 Refer to the Scout at Home version of Zodiac Challenges which explains 

challenges that can be undertaken and suggested accompanying activities 
 As a Night Away is more than just the time under canvas, at least one activity 

must be completed alongside a Scouting at Home Challenge 
 

Zodiac Award Silver 

 Hold the Zodiac Bronze Award 
 Complete 8 additional Nights Away under canvas, bivouac or exploration 
 The nights away must be in eight unique months.  Camps of a longer duration 

that include more than one month can count 
 The nights away must feature 8 of the 30 Zodiac Award Challenges (not 

including those (6) featured in the Bronze Award) 
 Refer to the Scout at Home version of Zodiac Challenges which confirms 

challenges that can be undertaken and suggested accompanying activities 
 As a Night Away is more than just the time under canvas, at least one activity 

must be completed alongside a Scouting at Home Challenge 
 

Zodiac Award Gold 

 Hold the Zodiac Silver Award 
 Complete 12 additional Nights Away under canvas, bivouac or exploration 
 The nights away must be in twelve unique months.  Camps of a longer 

duration that include more than one month can count 
 The nights away must feature 12 of the 30 Zodiac Award Challenges (not 

including those (14) featured in the Bronze and Silver Awards) 
 Refer to the Scout at Home version of Zodiac Challenges which confirms 

challenges that can be undertaken and suggested accompanying activities 
 As a Night Away is more than just the time under canvas, at least one activity 

must be completed alongside a Scouting at Home Challenge 
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Zodiac Platinum Award 

 Hold the Zodiac Silver Award 
 Can be completed alongside the Zodiac Award Gold 
 Plan, deliver and review three peer-led nights away experiences, or 
 As a Young Leader (Explorer Scout), take an active part in the leadership 

team of a junior section to plan, deliver* and review three nights’ away 
experiences, or 

 As a Section Leader (18-25), take an active part in the leadership team to 
plan, deliver* and review three nights’ away experiences 

 The three night’s away experiences can contribute towards another 
member(s) achieving one of the Zodiac Awards 

 The three night’s away experiences should include at least two of the four 
night’s away categories e.g. indoor, campsite, green field or lightweight 
expedition 

 Whilst Scouting at Home, one of these peer-led nights away experiences can 
be a virtual camp at home.  The peer-led aspect will involve at least three 
members undertaking this simultaneously. 

 
* Nights Away that are being planned for junior sections will require at least one 
adult leader amongst the leadership team to hold a valid Nights Away Permit.  
Nights Away Event Passports can only be used for peer-led Nights Away. (This is 
only for when face-to-face Scouting resumes.) 


